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WE’RE BA-ACK… 

The summer wanes; the virtual strains of Michel Legrand and “The Summer Knows” are 
heard. Men’s short-sleeved shirts with swordfish patterns are seen less frequently. Choral season 
beckons. The Singing Correspondent stirs from torpid slumber. 

In summers past, the Correspondent has gotten his vocal fix, along with so many New 
York choristers, in the annual “Summer Sings” of choral warhorses to be found around and about 
the city, that is to say, Manhattan. This year, he found he just could not summon the will to try to 
nail the fugue in the Third Movement of Brahms’ Ein Deutsche Requiem yet again. 

But as it happened, the off-season provided an opportunity for the Correspondent and 
others to raise voices in song near to home. This was, of course, the Second Annual Brooklyn 
(or “BKLYN,” as Gordon Reynolds’ outstanding poster for the event termed it) Choral Sing-
in, organized and spearheaded by our own Jason Asbury with the intent (as per the poster) of 
“fostering community among choral singers and promoting the art of choral singing in Brooklyn.” 
So there, New York Choral Society Summer Sings way the heck up at Symphony Space! 

And so on Wednesday, June 17, singers from a 
half dozen or so Brooklyn choirs gathered at All Souls 
Episcopal Church at Seventh and Seventh in Park Slope. 
And a healthy showing it was, estimated at between two 
and three hundred, outstripping last year’s inaugural 
effort. Once again, the conductors of each of the 
participating choruses led the massed choirs in a piece 
from that choir’s repertoire, which made for a decidedly 
nonstandard program. With the exception of Faure’s 
Cantique de Jean Racine and the “Triumphal March” 
from Aida, the selections were well off the beaten path. 
Jason started things, for example, with Bright Caps and 
Streamers from Vince Peterson’s James Joyce love poem 
adaptations that we sang last January. Aaron Williams of 
the Brooklyn Contemporary Chorus led us in the serene 
The Majesty and Glory of Your Name by Tom Fettke. 
And, speaking of contemporary, Vienna Teng’s 
crunchily harmonic and lyrically intriguing The Hymn of 
Acxiom was conducted by Steve Coburn, Co-Artistic 

Director of the Brooklyn Community Chorus. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=uwoDidZjPl0. 
Listen to it: you’ll like it. Finally, Jim DiBenedetto, Brooklyn Community’s other “Co,” 
introduced many of us to the Gloria from Dvorak’s Mass in D, which put a rousing period, full 
stop to the evening.  
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Except, that is, for the socializing that followed, which featured beer, wine, snacks, 
plenty of homemade ice cream, and happy choristers. Here’s proof:  

 
Three basses + Kathy Lou having some post- 
Sing-in fun. 

***** 

If you were at the first rehearsal of the winter season on Wednesday, September 2, then 
(1) you were in the minority of Grace membership; and (2) you know some interesting doings 
are afoot. As to the first, well, come on, it wasn’t even Labor Day yet, the heat was sweltering, 
people aren’t back from vacation mode yet, and we’re rehearsing a Christmas Oratorio? Why, 
even the music declined to show up. We worked for a while from some hastily Xeroxed copies 
of one chorale, and when we’d done that one about to death, in a truly cutting-edge move, we 
rehearsed another from our cell phones. Some found this an interesting challenge; the Singing 
Correspondent grew curmudgeonly and found it deeply annoying. But such is not to be the case 
henceforth, as word has it that the music has arrived. 

As to number (2) above, plans for the season were announced and included some 
unexpected wrinkles. To wit, the winter concerts will occur on December 18 and 20 this year, as 
opposed to the super-attenuated rehearsal schedule we’ve been following in recent seasons, with 
concerts not occurring until mid- to late January. Why? Well, the winter concert is to consist of 
Bach’s Christmas Oratorio, which might not have the same seasonal impact by halfway to 
Pentecost.  Hallelujah. The Singing Correspondent thinks he heard that the Oratorio (of which 
we’ll be singing approximately half of the full three-hour duration) will be accompanied by a 
small orchestra. But, having arrived late and not checking his sources (bad Correspondent!), he 
can’t say for sure. 

The spring concert, in a conspicuous departure for GCB, will comprise Duke Ellington’s 
Sacred Music. Which begs a question, and a weighty one: can Grace Chorale of Brooklyn swing? 
We shall see.  
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Beyond the two major concerts, plans were revealed to perform once again at “Art on the 
Corner,” the Bay Ridge festival in which we participated last January. And a surprise 
announcement: Grace Chorale of Brooklyn will travel to our nation’s capital in June for a 
weekend performance at the Library of Congress and at least one other venue. Stay tuned. But 
since the primary season should be in full swing about that time, enterprising choristers might try 
to arrange a choral rally for their chosen slate, say Trump-Fiorina, or Biden-Warren. Good luck! 

Gracefully,  
 

The Singing Correspondent 

P.S.  

A recent sighting of erstwhile Grace folken Maj-Britt and Hauke Jungjohann, with growing Mats 
in tow. Maj-Britt threatens to return to the chorus, says she’s done the Christmas Oratorio, and 
wonders whether it will be in English or Deutsche. The Correspondent assured her it would be 
sung in GCB’s inimitable fractured German. 

 


